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1 Introduction 

Facebook is a social network with most active users worldwide reaching almost 2.2 billion as of 

July 2018 (Statista, 2018). Solely because of that fact, it attracts attention from companies across 

industries. They create business accounts and set up their profiles trying to reach as many potential 

customers as possible. Nowadays, running a business without some type of digital presence is 

almost impossible. And Facebook seems to be a perfect platform to build one's presence on. Not 

just because of its billions of users but also because of its geolocation filters connecting the 

business with customers from the same geographical area. In this digital era customers expect from 

companies a quick and transparent communication on social media. Since accounts on social 

networking sites like Facebook, as the most popular one, have become a must for firms, interaction 

with customers on those platforms started to be as essential to the success of a business as a sales 

representative live conversation with them. Customer communication on social media has to be 

taken into serious consideration as it is now one of the crucial ways of retaining existing and 

winning new customers. Scholars emphasise: "…engaging with consumers through Facebook is 

becoming a critical marketing strategy…" (Malhotra 2013, p.18) In order to create marketing 

strategy a business must do some analysis. Gummerus (2012) stresses the importance of analysis 

of customer engagement on social media: "Managers are encouraged to study customer 

engagement behaviors on, and perceptions of, all channels and to utilize this information for the 

development of their social media strategies." The result of the assessment is a quality customer 

communication strategy which is exactly what this paper wants to provide. Potential beneficiaries 

are numerous, especially small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that maybe don't have a big 

enough budget to pay for social media management agencies.  

Different industries have their particularities and ask for distinctive approaches. In this seminar 

paper a Facebook communication with customers of two online food delivery companies from the 

platform-to-consumer delivery market will be analysed. Platform-to-consumer food delivery 

industry is a growing industry with a revenue that amounts to US$17,501m in 2018 and is expected 

to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2018-2022) of 14.6%, resulting in a market volume of 

US$30,150m by 2022 (Statista, 2018). 

One of the companies is Lieferando which operates in Germany and the other one is Just Eat which 

runs its business in the United Kingdom. Due to the fact that these two companies are service 

providers and that the industy is fairly new they have a lot of things to improve. And that includes 

an appropriate interaction with customers on the biggest social networking site Facebook. 

McKinsey&Company (2016) distinguishes between "new delivery" players and "aggregators" in 

the platform-to-consumer industry. Lieferando is the former and Just Eat the latter. Both types of 

enterprises are young - "aggregators" showed up some 15 years ago and "new delivery" players 

only started to do business since 2013. Aggregators provide an online platform where one can 

compare menus and prices of different restaurants, post reviews and order meals. New delivery 

companies offer all of that but also their own logistics to deliver ordered dishes to customer's doors. 
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What will be of particular interest is the evaluation of Facebook posts themselves and their success, 

assessment of reactions to customer comments with focus on complaints and analysis of the 

differences between the two companies. In other words, communication style and the plans of 

action these firms use to win and keep customers will be investigated. 

Research data is gathered by opening the official Facebook pages of Lieferando in German and 

Just Eat UK in English language and by filtering out the posts and comments that are deemed to 

be the archetypes of the companies' Facebook strategies.  

Some recommendations and pieces of advice for successful communication with customers on the 

social networking platform Facebook will be given. Successful approaches will be highlighted and 

for some bad moves alternatives will be offered. 

The posts of the company Lieferando that will be looked at are from the 20th of April until the 22nd 

of February 2018. The posts of the firm Just Eat are chosen between the 23rd of April and the 12th 

of April 2018. 

 

2 Options and affordances of Facebook 

Firstly, some of the options should be introduced that users on Facebook have. The most important 

of all is a possibility to follow an account. In case of private accounts there is an "Add Friend" 

button (including the "Follow" button) but business accounts can be liked instead and then 

followed. When one follows an account, they get notifications when the account posts something 

new and they get that post in their news feed. There are several ways one can react to a post. 

Facebook offers exactly six reactions one can choose from to show what they think about it: Like, 

Love, Haha, Wow, Sad and Angry. In addition to that there is a possibility to write comments 

below it. To do that one can use plain text, emojis, photos or videos, gifs and/or stickers. The third 

option is to share a post. If one wants to post something themselves there are a couple of ways one 

can do that. Beside the text itself which can be placed on various backgrounds, there is a choice of 

adding photos and videos, presenting a feeling or activity, displaying one's location, tagging 

another user or event, creating a list, stating what game one is playing, conducting a poll, including 

gifs and stickers, editing date and creating a Q&A form. 

Definition of an affordance according to Gibson (1986) is a way to understand "what the object is 

good for." Jensen and Dyrby (2013) claim affordances of Facebook are: direct communication, 

promotion of messages, dialogue, control, authenticity, informality, personality, interaction and 

involvement. It will be examined to which extent both companies have used the available 

affordances of Facebook. 
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3 Customer communication of Lieferando 

3.1 Facebook layout 

First thing that one sees when they open a Facebook profile of Lieferando is a cover photo 

depicting a big tasty-looking hamburger (as of 29.07.2018). In the upper left corner a profile 

picture shows a company's logo of an orange house with a fork and a knife inside. A chat window 

pops up boasting the response time of only an hour. A profile visitor can notice 318,369 page fans 

(as of 30th of April 2018). On the right-hand side there is a "Shop Now" button leading to their 

official website. 

3.2 Facebook posts 

A post on the 20th of April is a good example of their general Facebook posts style. In the caption 

there are two short sentences accompanying the picture followed by an emoji with a link at the 

end. Brevity is praised by the research rusults of Malhotra (2013, p.19). The picture itself is very 

simple. It depicts a woman surfing through an internet portal that has been mentioned in the 

caption. This post has 45 likes which could be deemed successful. Malhotra (2013, p.18) points 

out that simpy the pictures of company's products had higher number of "likes". What strikes one's 

attention is one angry reaction (expressed by an angry emoji) in that sea of positive reactions. Ms 

Sylvia Schenkelberg posted that she would never order anything from Lieferando.de again. Jenny 

from the customer service replied to this comment inside an hour saying that Sylvia's direct 

message has now been answered. She started the reply with "Hey!" and asked for forgiveness for 

the inconvenience that Ms Sylvia had experienced. The reply ended with an acronym "LG" 

meaning "kind regards" in German. She put her name at the very end which has to persuade that 

the message is written by a real human and not just by an algorithm. The customer was very pleased 

thanking Jenny "a thousand times".  

 

Fig. 1 Well structured concise post  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1896686680404133/?type=3&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1896686680404133/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 2 Successful resolution to the problem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1896686680404133/?type=3&theater 

 

A post on the 2nd of April follows a very similar pattern. It comprises a picture and a caption. In 

this picture there is a middle-aged man hugging a delivery guy. In the caption there are two short 

sentences, two emojis and a link at the bottom. The difference between this post and the one from 

the 20th of April is that this post's photo is emotionally charged. The photograph evokes positive 

feelings and connects those with the delivery service, at least subconsciously. One thousand and 

seven positive reactions (Like, Love and Haha) to this post compared to 45 on the following one 

prove this strategy successful. That claim is supported by Malhotra's (2013, p.18) research in which 

he maintains that fans like messages which show human emotions. In the comment section there 

are comments about the picure but what is probably more interesting for analysis is a complaint 

about the cancellation of the order by a user called Trixi Spilotros Uelfer. Lieferando team's answer 

began with "Hi Trixi,…" addressing the customer by their first name which created friendlier 

atmosphere. That was followed by an apology for the inconvenience caused. Trixi was asked to 

send the details of the order in a direct message so that the case could be investigated. This message 

also ended with "LG" (Kind Regards) and the name of the person who wrote it; in this case that 

was Svenja. It is likely that Trixi was satisfied with the answer to her private message because 

there is no other message from her in this comment section. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1896686680404133/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 3 Good marketing strategy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 2nd of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1867009630038505/?type=3&theater 

 

Fig. 4 Complaint about the order cancellation 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 2nd of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1867009630038505/?type=3&theater 

 

The post on the 1st of April is a little bit different as it's posted to mark the April Fool's Day. It 

comprises a 360° picture and only one word in the caption which reads "Surprise!". It invites 

people to play with the picture which can be easily found likeable. Forty four likes and Haha 

reactions show that viewers liked the entertainment. There were also many comments reacting to 

the post and Lieferando's team answered them in a funny and playful manner which elicited other 

2 sentences + 2 emojis + 1 link 

Evoking 
positive 
emotions 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1867009630038505/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1867009630038505/?type=3&theater
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positive reactions. This case is just an evidence of the important role humour plays in human 

interactions. This statement is backed up by Malhotra (2013, p.18) who writes that posts which 

make people laugh regularly get more "likes". Nevertheless, an angry customer Jeffrey Barnes 

used this post as an opportunity to complain about the supposedly not working coupon system. 

The response followed the tested strategy which apparently became a default answer by 

Lieferando's Facebook team: an informal greeting at the beginning, addressing the person by their 

first name, apology for the inconvenience, asking for a direct message (transfering the possibly 

unpleasant conversation from the public into a private area), an informal greeting again at the end 

and the first name of the person writing a response. In this case, Ms Jenny from the team asked the 

complainer about their e-mail address wishing to transfer the communication from Facebook to 

much more formal e-mail sphere. Mr Jeffrey wasn't convinced that additional process would be of 

any help. As soon as Mr Jeffrey was wished all the best, another complaint poped up as a response 

to that wish of Lieferando's team. Mr Meff Schubidu protested about allegedly unfulfilled promise 

of prolonging his coupon. After a lengthier exchange of messages with Meff, the conversation 

stopped when Mary from the social media support asked him to send them the screenshots. He 

didn't reply anymore. 

 

Fig. 5 Successful post on April Fool's Day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 6 Humorous responses on the 1st of April 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater 

 

Fig. 7 Unsuccessful resolution to the issue  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 8 Patiently asking for screenshots 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater 

 

Lieferando.de's social media team posted one more picture on the 1st of April but this one 

commemorates the Christian holiday Easter. The picture depicts a delivery man riding a bicycle 

dressed as an Easter bunny. In the caption there are two sentences followed by four emojis and an 

activity phrase "celebrating Easter". (When writing a caption one can pick from many activities 

and feelings that are written in grey when chosen.) In the comment section one employee wished 

a happy Easter to all his colleagues. Some Facebook fans liked the photo and started writing silly 

comments on which the social media team replied in a humorous manner. All of that resulted in 

short funny conversations. Humour made people engage with the company in a positive context 

once again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1868404473232354/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 9 "Happy Easter!" post 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1866762720063196/?type=3&theater 

 

Fig. 10 Good sense of humour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 1st of April 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1866762720063196/?type=3&theater 

 

A post on the 4th of March invited customers to recommend their favourite restaurant which at that 

time didn't have a cooperation with Lieferando. A possibility of winning a €25 voucher attracted 

people to engage in such an activity. The first comment was from Ms Richter where she said that 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1866762720063196/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1866762720063196/?type=3&theater
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she has already submitted her suggestion. She sent them kind regards and wished a nice weekend 

ending the comment with three heart emojis. Expressing affection in such a way is really rare.  

However, as often noticed before, customers use any post to complain. What was different this 

time is that the complaint was stated in English language. That is the only case one used English 

on the Lieferando's Facebook page. Mr Govindaraj was angry that nobody from the support team 

answered his message after he had used the contact form. It turned out that he overreacted because 

his message reached Lieferando's email box at the time when their working hours have already 

ended. What is interesting to notice though is the way Felix from the social media team responded 

to Mr Govindaraj's first message. One could notice that the overall style was more formal 

compared to replies in German language. The message started with "Hey,…" which is not so 

formal but then this greeting was followed by an empty row which was never used before in 

Lieferando's replies. Felix started off by thanking Mr Govindaraj for his message and asked him 

if  he could send them a private message and explain in more detail what his problem is. A German 

abbreviation "PN" (Privatnachricht) was used instead of English "PM" (private message). The 

cutomer received thanks in advance and was greeted with "Kind regards" followed by the first 

name of the sender. There was also a blank row between the ending greeting and the body of the 

message. To sum up, it could be said that Felix tried to be more formal but that was done in a 

clumsy way and resulted in a mixture of both formal and informal style. It is also worth noticing 

that he used a German abbreviation. The style Felix used was inconsistent in itself and with the 

style of his colleagues when answering in German which proves that Lieferando doesn't have a 

thought-through strategy of managing complaints in English. 

 

Fig. 11 Customer love 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 4th of March 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1829610117111790/?type=3&theater 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1829610117111790/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 12 Communication in English 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 4th of March 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1829610117111790/?type=3&theater 

 

A post on 22nd of February consists of a gif, three sentences, three pizza emojis, one hashtag and 

a link at the end of the caption. The gif is short and funny showing a delivery guy bringing pizzas 

and then slipping and falling on the floor. There are only Like and Haha reactions to this post and 

a comment saying that the delivery man would be immediately thrown out of the commenter's 

house if that had happened in his home. The response was that the man from the video fortunately 

doesn't work in the delivery service. The tone of both the comment and the reply was comic. There 

were no other comments. This post shows again that humour always engages the fans in a positive 

way.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- an informal greeting at 
the beginning; no name of 
the recipient 
- 2x thank you 

- a formal greeting at the 
end + a name of the sender 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/photos/a.147259722013513/1829610117111790/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 13 Humorous gif and a joke 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 22nd of February 2018 on the official Lieferando Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/videos/1819172024822266/ 

 

4 Customer communication of Just Eat 

4.1 Facebook layout  

When a Just Eat Facebook account is opened (as of 30th of April 2018) what strikes one's attention 

is the slideshow at the very top of the page with nonconventional reviews of restaurants. For 

instance, there is a review saying: "Food was sexy. Everything was sexy. Sexy prawns. Sexy 

sauce." These comments are a good example of the predominant tone of the majority of the posts 

on this page which will be elaborated on later in the paper. In the upper left corner a logo of the 

company finds its place. The logo consists of a name of the firm in white on a red background with 

rainbow-coloured rays forming a fan at the bottom. Unlike Lieferando, Just Eat Facebook page 

has a "Use App" button on the right side. As of the date 30th of April, 1 301 800 people liked the 

page.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/lieferando/videos/1819172024822266/
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Fig. 14 Just Eat Facebook layout 1 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook layout of the official Just Eat Facebook page as of the 30th of April 2018, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3

AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

Fig. 15 Just Eat Facebook layout 2 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook layout of the official Just Eat Facebook page as of the 30th of April 2018, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3

AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

A slideshow at the top 

Fast response time 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
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4.2 Facebook posts 

A post from the 23rd of April turned out to be a successful joke. The whole comment section was 

full of positive reactions to the pun. Many fans tagged their friends. That behaviour just shows 

how humour plays an important role in fans engagement, interaction and advocacy. 

 

Fig. 16 Successful joke and positive reactions to it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 23rd of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater 

 

 

 

Criticism of Mr James Baker posted on the 23rd of April revealed the customer service 

representatives' incompetence. He charged the whole company and its employees with serious 

accusations of the lack of integrity and irresponsibility. The replies he got didn't satisfy him and 

he finished the short exchange of messages with an angry comment. A crucial problem I have 

noticed is exactly what Mr Baker pointed out: not taking responsibility. The representative that 

took care of this complaint obviously wasn't taught that customer is always right. A response to 

such comments should start with an apology and a complete or partial approval of what the 

customer is saying. That act of humbleness would elicit sympathy in the commenter and he would 

be more cooperative and potentially even satisfied with the offered solution to his problem. Amber 

Sullivan (03.08.2017) says "…if a customer complains about a specific issue, it’s best to 

acknowledge the issue and take ownership. This can be a powerful tool, because humility is a very 

human behavior…". 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 17 Unsuccessful try of resolving customer dissatisfaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 23rd of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater 

 

In the same comment section more negative comments spawned. For instance, Steve Adams wrote 

a serious allegation of false reviews of a Just Eat's restaurant but he received no reply. Just a row 

away, one user posted two comments about a website where one could allegedly win some 

cashbacks ordering through Just Eat. That was also totally left with no reaction whatsoever. Thus 

spectators cannot know if that website is a spam or has a collaboration with Just Eat. Ignoring far-

reaching comments can have a significant impact on the number of customers lost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 18 Lack of any reply 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 23rd of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The post on 20th of April 2018 consists of a 17-second video showing some food with a strange-

sounding voice describing the taste of the dishes. The caption reads: "It came, it fed, it delivered." 

The post is intended to be funny and fans accepted it very well. There were only positive reactions 

(258 Like, Love and Haha reactions) and in the comment section one can read some comical 

comments refering to the post. One can recognise though that British humour of Just Eat is very 

different from German humour of Lieferando. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156331273597552/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 19 British humour 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8

cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

Since people use any post to complain, a complaint could be quickly found. A customer, Anthony 

Moosa, got a different sauce than the one he had ordered. A response from the Just Eat's social 

media team started with an informal salutation "Hi" and the customer's first name "Anthony". He 

was thanked to comment on their post and the apologies were sent to him because of his unpleasant 

experience. In the main part of the reply they explained their policy and said that he is right to 

complain about what had happened to him. At the end the customer was asked to send a message 

to Just Eat's inbox. This response was written by a member of the customer service team who 

revealed himself with the initials "SM". Mr Moosa added further particulars of his case. Then he 

received apologies again and a promise that the customer service will contact the restaurant and 

get this incident sorted. The last message was that he sent his personal details to Just Eat's inbox 

so one doesn't know whether he got some sort of satisfaction or not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
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Fig. 20 Complaint about the wrong sauce 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8

cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

When a customer complains in the comment section it is often the case that that attracts further 

complaints. And that is exactly what happened here. There were many more comments from angry 

and dissatisfied customers. The replies to those comments were almost the same as to Mr Moosa. 

It is evident though that the customer service completely ignored some of those negative 

comments. That practice is definitely not recommended as it makes those customers with bad 

experiences turn to competitors and it leaves an impression to everyone reading the comments that 

Just Eat doesn't care about every customer. As Amber Sullivan (03.08.2017)  writes: "Sometimes 

negative comments can lead to other negative comments. (…) While you may have already 

addressed the issue in your response to the original comment, those other customers still expect a 

personal response or they wouldn’t have posted in the first place."  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- a salutation 

- recipient 

addressed 

- thankfulness for 

the message 

written 

- an apology 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
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Fig. 21 Ignoring some negative comments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8

cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

In one of the older comments one person asks what two capital letters at the end of every Just Eat's 

reply mean. Customer service representatives were too slow to respond to that comment so other 

Facebook users answered the question. Some other relevant comments addressing Just Eat were 

ignored too.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
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Fig. 22 Community answers the question  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 20th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8

cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg 

 

A post from the 13th of April got a comment from Muhit Mohammed that someone in the customer 

service team hung up his call. What is interesting to notice here is that "SM" from the social media 

team asked him to send them an email to facebook@just-eat.co.uk. Now that is not just directing 

the conversation to the private area of an inbox but it is also transfering it to the more formal arena. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10156324754687552/?fb_dtsg_ag=Adwy6zm372_oPabYGH7r37EXUY8cAnSSkhp_I5k55PJT4Q%3AAdzFMShlr6BQCHmTnxfeKn5-ofJsZbE1b3Zask7NuSWOXg
mailto:facebook@just-eat.co.uk
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Fig. 23 Transfering the communication to the email arena 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 13th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10160173203940514/?fb_dtsg_ag=AdwF3D5lZwPBw_abUjBSh3wYbsN

jgcTFan7ObwtJX0R4EA%3AAdzh-FS7qpANg-tm9EE2VY_FRV6rYZ1c6YS1r0vVxStoZQ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compared to other posts from the 20th of April until the 30th of March which are analysed here, 

the post on the 12th of April attracted the most comments: 992. The post comprises a picture of 

KFC fried chicken in a cup with a quote "Chicken is life". Comments were a mixed bunch of 

positive, neutral and negative ones.  

An example of a positive comment is one from Janine Claase. In a humorous way she wrote how 

that saying is hers but she will let them borrow it. She got a reply soon and the rest of the 

conversation showed that she is a loyal customer.  

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10160173203940514/?fb_dtsg_ag=AdwF3D5lZwPBw_abUjBSh3wYbsNjgcTFan7ObwtJX0R4EA%3AAdzh-FS7qpANg-tm9EE2VY_FRV6rYZ1c6YS1r0vVxStoZQ
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/videos/10160173203940514/?fb_dtsg_ag=AdwF3D5lZwPBw_abUjBSh3wYbsNjgcTFan7ObwtJX0R4EA%3AAdzh-FS7qpANg-tm9EE2VY_FRV6rYZ1c6YS1r0vVxStoZQ
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Fig. 24 Positive comment to the "Chicken is Life" post 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 12th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater 

 

A negative comment came from Eiren Donnelly. She objected the advertisement of meat and asked 

for recommendations of vegan restaurants. She was laughed at from other Facebook users but 

received a very professional and though-through reply from a customer service representative. 

First of all, she was addressed by her first name which is the practice for all replies and then 

thanked for writing the comment. A representative "EM" apologised if the post had offended her. 

It was said that Just Eat respects all their customers' food preferences and that they are happy to 

be adding more vegan restaurants in near future. That was the only comment from Just Eat on this 

topic even though more people joined the discussion. That was a good strategy since veganism is 

a controversial topic and Just Eat has to stay neutral and keep their dignity. 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater
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Fig. 25 Negative comment introducing meat-eating as a topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 12th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, retrieved from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater 

 

A conversation that could be considered neutral began with Gillian Calvert saying he wasn't able 

to find Burger King nor KFC restaurants on the the Just Eat app. A representative replied that they 

are in the process of adding those restaurants. Mr Calvert thanked them and asked for McDonalds 

as well and he was told that his suggestions are taken into account. 

 

Fig. 26 Neutral comment about adding more restaurants to Just Eat 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screenshot of a Facebook post on the 12th of April 2018 on the official Just Eat Facebook page, amended from: 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/justeat/photos/a.380597722551/10156299604002552/?type=3&theater
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5 Comparison between the two companies 

 

Just Eat posted more frequently during the observed period. In the period from the 23rd of April 

until the 12th of April 2018 they published 5 posts. That means that, on average, they posted every 

2.4 days. Lieferado had 9 posts from the 20th of April until the 22nd of February 2018. That means 

that they posted approximately every 6.4 days.  

Trying to move the discussion with a dissatisfied customer from the public arena of the comment 

section to a private sphere of an inbox or email is a common theme of both Lieferando's and Just 

Eat's customer communication strategy. That seems to be working because many customers really 

do as they are told and one never hears about them after their initial comment. In such a way 

companies prevent a possibility of more objections being displayed for everyone to see.  

The general structure of their responses to complaints has many similarities. Both social media 

representatives use informal greetings and peoples' first names at the beginning. Then they  

apologise for the incovenience experienced. What differs is that Just Eat's replies often include a 

thanks for writing a complaint.  

Just Eat's comments never end with a greeting unlike Lieferando's ones which always have a LG 

(Kind Regards) at the end. 

Even though initials at the end of Just Eat's responses are supposed to state that there is a real 

person behind the messaging, it still doesn't create that feeling. A more successful strategy, that 

the company Lieferando implements, is to write the full first name at the end of a reply. In that 

way a customer can actually refer to someone by their name. Doing that with initials is rather 

impracticle. 

On Just Eat's profile it is written "a fast response time to messages" which means that the social 

media team of Just Eat answers in a few minutes which shows a better performance compared to 

Lieferando's one hour. 

There is no dedicated Facebook account created only for dealing with complaints. That holds true 

for both companies. Unlike some bigger companies there is only one place on Facebook for 

Lieferando's and Just Eat's customers to post about their problems.  
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6 Conclusion and outlook 

 

Customer communication on Facebook has been proved to be essential for customer retention, 

customer acquisiton, advocacy and creating corporate image. Therefore, companies from all 

industries must devote significant amounts of time and effort to polish their own. 

Overall, customer communication on Facebook of Lieferando and Just Eat is done well but there 

is a huge room for improvement, especially when dealing with complaints. Findings of this 

research correspond to Einwiller's (2015) conclusions that responsiveness is moderate and asking 

for further information is most frequently used but doesn't improve customer satisfaction. The 

structure and contents of Facebook posts were satisfactory but the frequency of publishing new 

posts should be increased in Lieferando's case.  

First and foremost, their social media teams should start answering all of the relevant comments 

and that ought to be done fast, in not more than a few minutes. That is actually accomplished by 

Just Eat's team but not by Lieferando's. Moreover, corrective action should be taken, number of 

thanks to customers increased, and the problems actively transferred to enhance satisfaction 

(Einwiller, 2015).  

Concerning the affordances of the medium, both enterprises have made use of all all of them. Their 

Facebook pages were used to reach the mass market and present them their services and/or 

products. They lead direct, both formal and informal conversations with fans/customers trying to 

portray authenticity and personality. In addition, their messages were often edited which gave a 

type of control no sales representative on the field has. Moreover, customer involvement was 

frequently brought out, mostly with the help of humour.  
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